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Abstract: This paper aims to explore the ecological characteristics of information and its scientific 
research from various aspects. Firstly, it explores formal information including eight basic types, 
and then explores the essence of information involved the logic of position and order or sequence. 
Finally, it reveals the ecological characteristics of information ontology related to terminology 
framework and conceptual system, which is characterized by not only the ambiguity of formal 
semantics and formal information can be automatically identified and eliminated in the 
computer-aided information processing environment, but also the ambiguity of the content 
semantics and content information, can pass through language chessboard and knowledge chess 
game, with essential information and ontological information, to resolve ambiguity. The result is 
that the basic law of information and its existence is highlighted, and the social and ecological 
characteristics of information science research are embodied by macro models (ideas and methods) 
and micro models (Chinese chessboard and English chessboard). Its significance is information 
ecology and its supporting methodology, formalization and method system to obtain a new 
breakthrough, specifically for the classification of information phenomenon and attribution on the 
determination of its scientific basis, which is conducive to the timely identification and resolution 
of various ambiguities. 
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1. Introduction 

This paper aims to explore ecological characteristics of information and its scientific research 
from various aspects. 

Grammatical information [1], semantic information [2] and pragmatic information [3] all can 
be further divided into content information [4] and formal information [5–10]. There is a very rich 
connotation [11] and extension [12] among them. It is not an exaggeration to call information 
ecology [13]. So how to recognize or to characterize them is the key to the ecological aspects of 
information. This paper uses the phenomenon of information [14], the nature or essence of 
information [15] and the ontology of information [16] as three basic perspectives to understand or 
to operate the three series of information ecology systematically.  

2. Materials or Knowledge Background 

2.1. The Prelude of Formal Informatics 

If Tarski’s division of object language and meta-language is the beginning of formal 
informatics, then Turing’s calculation or computing of formal information with Shannon’s 
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Statistical Analysis of formal information is the sign of formal informatics. Furthermore, Chomsky’s 
formal analysis of natural language grammar as formal information and the summary of Feng’s 
formal analysis of natural language, as well as the overall concern of grammatical information, 
semantic information and pragmatic information by Zhong, and even others need to distinguish the 
formal information and content information for further concerns, then opened the big screen of 
formal informatics and content informatics for study. 

2.2. The Prelude of Content Informatics  

It is common thing for people to be mixed the formal information with the content information. 
If Feigenbaum’s analysis and calculation of the content information are the beginning of content 
informatics within knowledge engineering, then Yixin Zhong’s thinking systematically on the 
grammatical information, the semantic information and the pragmatic information is the content of 
information science to start. The question now is: how to resolve the ambiguities? That is concerned 
about and have not yet resolved by Tarski, Carnap, …, Floridi and others. 

3. Methods 

Firstly, it explores formal information including eight basic types, and then explores the essence 
of information involved the logic of position and order or sequence. Finally, it reveals the ecological 
characteristics of information ontology related to terminology framework and conceptual system, 
which is characterized by not only the ambiguity of formal semantics and formal information can 
be automatically identified and eliminated in the computer-aided information processing 
environment, but also the ambiguity of the content semantics and content information, can pass 
through language chessboard and knowledge chess game, with essential information and 
ontological information, to resolve ambiguity. 

3.1. The Phenomenon of Information 

Pave the way for the application of the formalized method by using generalized text, which 
highlights the simple and constructive features of the system of formal information. Due to the 
distinction between formal information and content information, the information ecology can be 
significantly simplified. Therefore, study the phenomenon of information in this paper can be 
simplified into the two standard systems described in generalized text. 

As can be seen from Figure 1, one side is data or text the language English processing according 
to ASCII, namely narrow text formal information processing according to existing standard system; 
the other side is character /voice the language Chinese processing according to Z standard system, 
namely “character/formula/table/picture/voice/image/3D/living” the formal information processing 
to expand the two standard systems within generalized text.  

 
Figure 1. The view of generalized text and its two standard systems Z-ASCII. 

It is characterized by the distinction between elements and combinations of generalized text. 
The two sides together constitute the Z-ASCII standards, which in the chessboards constructed by 
both numbers and characters embodied in the combination of logic and mathematics for formal 
information processing system as benchmark reference system that can be fully reflected.  
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Thus, it can be said that paving the way through the application of the generalized text for the 
two formal methods highlights the simple and the constructive features of the formal information 
system. It can be seen from Figure 1, English and Chinese (including characters and voice) at the 
bottom, Z-ASCII above, the eight formal systems at one side in the middle that is the object of formal 
information processing. 

To distinguish formal information and content information (to explore essence or nature and 
class or type) or to consider both sides (to observe phenomenon and example) or both to be treated 
as a whole (to construct ontology) as three research directions, the formal systems that include 
“character/formula/table/picture/voice/image/3D/living”, in the scope of grammatical information, 
semantic information, pragmatic information, further, through the phenomenon (includes formal 
information and content information), reveal the essence. 

3.2. The Essence of Information 

The benchmark reference frame of man-machine brain think tank is obtained by constructing 
the twin formal tool namely the chessboards with the sequence-position logic and the joint function 
of generalized bilingual information processing.  

The specific chessboards can either be very simple and can also be quite complicated, even 
super complex. In any case, the characteristics are digital matrix and textual matrix as twins in the 
sequence-position logic and the generalized bilingual mathematics.  

Its role is equivalent to GPS (Global Positioning System) that is for both of GLPS (Language) 
and GKPS (Knowledge), the difference is that local and global are the same essentially in the logic 
and the mathematics. In other words, the law followed essentially by logic and mathematics is the 
same. The basic functions are shown in the following two examples: 

Figure 2 (http://kben.koderx.com/article/3/board) shows English formal information processing 
within mini-chessboards as an example, which is characterized by each basic unit with a specific ID 
code that is designed to ensure that it is recognized automatically by the machine system while it is 
invoked every time.  

 
Figure 2. English formal information processing namely micro-chessboards as an example. 
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As for the context in which it appears in a specific context, the grammar that follows, specific 
meaning and specific intention as the richness of the phenomenon of information, the three laws 
followed by the sequence logic, bilingual mathematics and generalized translation, highlight the 
essence of information (specific way in the following ontology of information including knowledge 
ontology or terminology framework).  

As can be seen from Figure 3, Chinese formal information processing as an example namely 
mini-chessboards (http://kb2.sloud.cn/article/51/board ), which is characterized by each basic unit 
with a specific ID code that is designed to ensure that it is recognized by the machine system 
automatically while it is invoked every time.  

 
Figure 3. Chinese formal information processing namely mini-chessboards as an example. 

As for the context in which it appears in a specific context, the grammar that it follows, specific 
meaning and specific intention as the richness of the phenomenon of information, can be followed 
by the sequence logic, bilingual mathematics and generalized translation in the three basic laws, and 
highlight its essential information (specific way in the follow-up on the ontology of information that 
is a specific knowledge ontology or terminology frame).  

3.3. The Ontology of Information 

Through the human-computer interaction to confirm the construction of a specific development 
environment can be formed in the formal expert knowledge system and twin formal expression and 
even re-used the man- machine twin brains think tank response frame to obtain the equivalent of 
generalized translation or man-machine coordination to explain knowledge module that constructs 
knowledge ontology for big production base processing platform. 

The construction process and its basic functions can be seen by the following two groups of 
examples, which can highlight the ontology of information presented accurately, not only to natural 
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language understanding (even artificial language understanding), but also to expert knowledge 
acquisition and its formal expression and reusing in the future (including formal information and 
content information, co-processing of phenomenon information and essential information),have a 
special effect (especially in the elimination of misunderstanding or the exclusion of ambiguities, the 
man-machine twin brains think tank response to reference system, whether it is micro-simple, or 
giant—complex, construction and reusing are quite completely effective). 

It can be seen from Figure 4 as an example of English formal information processing micro- 
knowledge chess-menu, which is characterized by word or concept in the locked context, its specific 
grammar, meaning (semantics) and intention (pragmatic), not only just delineated in form and 
content of such phenomena information, but also delineated in essential information. 

 
Figure 4. English information processing namely micro-knowledge chess-menu as an example. 

In other words, such a set of words or phrases or statements or discourse and even the formal 
systems have been defined by terminology framework and knowledge ontology. In other words, the 
computer and the human brain combined with the super twin brains think tank (whether it is micro 
or giant) for their synergistic understanding and joint expression.  

As can be seen from Figure 4, Aristotle’s formal logic based on natural language, Frege’s 
mathematical logic based on arithmetic language, Zou’s sequence logic based on generalized 
bilingual (both arithmetic and language) information processing, origin and textual features and 
interrelations are sufficient to help them in the specific micro and even giant super twin brains think 
tank to achieve accurate sequencing positioning. 

As can be seen from Figure 5 shows Chinese formal information processing namely the micro- 
knowledge chess-menu as an example, which is characterized by specific attention to a word or a 
concept, in the context of locking, its specific grammar, semantics and pragmatics, not only for the 
phenomenon of information (both form and content) delineated, but also the essence of information 
delineated. 

For example, “Chinese dream” (red) shown in Figure 5, together with the terminology system 
and the knowledge ontology constructed by the six four-character groups below that, can accurately 
express the essence of grammar, meaning and intention (to achieve language understanding and 
knowledge express accurately, to avoid ambiguity or misunderstanding).  
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Figure 5. Chinese formal information processing namely micro-knowledge chess-menu as an 
example. 

4. Results 

This study takes three aspects of phenomenon, essence, ontology as comprehensive information 
science research approach. 

The results reveal the ecological characteristics of information science research and its basic law. 
Grammar information, meaning information and physical information, can be divided into the 
phenomenon of information and the nature of information. And that can be further based on mixed 
sets, logo set, layered set, and single set. Thus, the content information can be distinguished from 
the formal information. Ambiguous question, here, you can further follow the different basic view 
(see Figure 6a) and the corresponding basic method (see Figure 6b) to make specific choice. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6 Basic models of ambiguity analysis: (a) model of basic views; (b) model of basic methods. 

The result is that the basic law of information and its existence is highlighted, and the social and 
ecological characteristics of information science research are embodied by macro models (ideas and 
methods) and micro models (Chinese chessboard and English chessboard). 

5. Discussion 

In the mathematical theory of communication by Shannon in formal information using 
statistical analysis method, Wiener’s perspective of control with the information feedback but 
without thinking of mater and energy, can distinguish the three points of view, in fact, pointed out 
later in the future. The three basic directions of information science research, namely, formal 
information and content information to treat (explore its essence and class), contact consideration 
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(observe phenomenon and example), both distinction and overall grasp or link taken into account 
(to construct ontology). These are three research directions. 

6. Conclusions 

It is important to discover the basic laws of information science and expression hidden formally 
in the ecological characteristics of information science research. 

As can be seen from Figure 7 shows three equations (Id = n2, Id = Ik + Iu, Ik + Iu = m2) with the twin 
chess-board (Id = n2, Ik + Iu = m2), information identity (Id = Ik + Iu), joint function (Iu = Id − Ik), based on 
Z-ASCII system. Further, because of man-machine twin-brains think tank can be either super or 
miniature, therefore, the human-computer cooperation in the optimal development environment for 
the knowledge development, either super complex, it can be extremely simple. It can be seen that its 
meaning is universal. Its significance is information ecology and its supporting methodology, 
formalization and method system to obtain a new breakthrough, specifically for the classification of 
information phenomenon and attribution on the determination of its scientific basis, which is 
conducive to the timely identification and resolution of various ambiguities. 

 
Figure 7 shows three equations with twin chess-board based on Z-ASCII system. 
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